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Rape is
focus of
group

Enrollment up
by 10 percent
by Doug Vanderweide
Staff Writer

"We have continued to
maintain ... as high a standard
or higher standards than we've
Enrollment at the University had in the past," he said.
of Maine has hit an all-time
Lkk added that the universihigh, and, for the first time in
ty "will continue to raise these
the history of tha university„ standards over the next several
iTiOre women are attending than
years."
men.
However, Lick admitted that
UMaine President Dale Lick the average SAT scores of this
announced Monday that the
year's freshmen is lower than
University's student population Last year.
has reached 12,282, an increase
"It's down, and it's down a
of 1,191 students. or 10.7 per- fair amount," he said.
cent, over last year.
"What we have is a large group
Of these students, 6,180, or of students just below our
50.3 percent, are women.
average SAT score. It's a large
The university had more ap- group, and thay are the ones
plicants for admission and
who have brought the average
more freshman students admit- down."
ted this year than ever before.
This year's average freshman
There are 408 more students SAT score is 965, down 20
in this year's class compared to points from last year.
last year.
Lick called those freshmen
Lick said that the increase in with SAT scores below the
students has not compromised average "well prepared" and
UMaine's admission standards.
(see LICK page 8)

by Jaime Osgood
Staff Writer
Members of the Rape'
Awareness Program Committee at the University of Maine
say there is a growing need for
rape education on campus.
Ruth Lockhart, health
educator at Cutler Health
Center and co-chair of the committee, said national statistics
have shown that 25 percent of
college-age women have been
raped by someone they know.
"There is no reason for us to
think the University of Maine
is any different," she said.
Nancy Price, health educator
at Cutler and co-chair of the
committee-, said the goal of the
program is to decrease the
likelihood of rape on campus.
"This is not just a women's
issue," she said. "It is a
male/female issue which must
be addressed."
Price, who has headed
similar rape awareness pro(we 'it
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Elizabeth Moore and Ethan Sirtmling perform a scene
from "Romeo and Juliet." (See page 5 for stors.)

Brennan attacks opposition
PORTLAND, Maine(AP) — Rep. Joseph E.
Brennan accused Republican challenger Edward
O'Meara of "going negative" following the
debut Tuesday of television advertisements that
portray the incumbent as a globe-trotting congressman who has ignored the needs of his
southern Maine constituents.
The ads, to be televised across the 1st District
during the final three weeks of the campaign.
assail Brennan for making three oveisseas trips
during his first seven months in office and imply that the former governor has been a donothing congressman since he arrived in
Washington two years ago.
The ads were previewed by the press at
O'Meara's Portland headquaters, prompting
Democrat Brennan to respond with a news conference in which he blasted his opponent for taking "the low road of negative compaigning" in
a desperate attempt to improve his standing in
the polls.
"Everywhere I go. people complain to me
about the mudslinging of the presidential campaign. But it seems they must put up with more
mud this time in a congressional race," Brennan said.
"There is no need to manufacture issues, to
make things up, to distort, to impugn. Maine
people have shown time and again that you cannot build yourself up by tearing others down,
he said.
O'Meara denied that the television spots, being aired at a cost of $80,000 during the final

stretch of the campaign, constitute "negative
advertising."
Negative adverstising is a distortion of the
facts, he said, asserting that "the facts behind
these ads are true."
Brennan maintained that O'Meara "shifted
gears" following last week's poll by an news
organization that showed Brennan with a
14-point lead.
Brennan's ads, emphasizing the congressman's
experience and accomplishments, includ endorsernsnts by constituents as well as by Rep.
Claude Pepper,
who applauds the former
governor's record on behalf of thP elderly.
In their last scheduled TV debate, which was
taped tvlooday for airing Tuesday on WGMETV, Brennan and O'Meara sparred over gay
rights, U.S. policy in Central America, the
minimum wage and health insurance.
Brennan, who was the target of a gay-rights
protest outside of a DernocraRc campaign office
in Portland last week, said he opposes gay-rights
legislation because it could force a religious
school that obiects to homosexuality to support
"a club for homosexuals."
While saying that he opposes discrimination
in any form, Brennan said that aspect of the
legislation conflicts with the constitutional
guarantee of freedom of religion. "I'll put my
record up against anybody in the state as a
fighter for human rights and human dignity,"
he said.

Come to Tijuana
t....ttristoptscr swan
The Christian Science
Monitor
TIJUANA., Mexico —
Welcome to the MexicanAmerican schlock exchange.
Refigar% on 4..2-ry corner. st.4-ne
owners who put you in a half
nelson as you walk by. Merchandise that only an odd-lot
jobber could love.
Tijuana is nothing if not the
bargain basement of the
American marketplace, where
mostly tacky stuff gets pushed
at mostly outrageous prices.
Nor can it be credited with
much indigenous orginality. A
prizefight poster between Juan
("Idi Amin") Hernandez and
Gerardo ("Rocky") Valero
gives an apporpriate feel for the
tendency to appropriate
cultural symbols from just
about anywhere.
But give the place a break.
Tijuana may not be la verdad
de Milk°. Yet ii is what it is.
And if you drop your
preconceptions about what it
should be, you might have an
illuminating and fun time.
Tijuana should be, and is, a
sidewalk anthropologist's
dream — the mingling of two
great cultures, like the meetina

of two seas, with a frothy
representation of sediments
from both. Hence, multitudes
cross the international border
(it's a mistake to change your
dollars to pesos on the way
across, by The way — dollars
will spend better and buy more)
in search of Jordache jeans and
Chanel No. 5. And what you
get in the street populace is a
poly-saturated representation
of all things American.
The small boy singing "La
Bamba• for nickcis in front of
a clothing store, for instance.
He's picking up the song of a
Hispanic singer (Ritchie Valens)
produced in the American pop
culture, with the music
repatriated to Latino surroundings. It's played back out of
(see TIJUANA page 4)..
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Terry Thompson denies
involvment in slaying
BANGOR(AP)— A suspect in the
slaying of a postal worker was spotted outside a bar arguing with the
government employee moments
before he was shot in the head, according to court documents.
The documents, which were
unsealed Monday in Bangor District
Court after a two-month impouadment order was lifted, place a man
fitting Terry Thompson's description
at the scene of the Aug. 14 murder.
The 28-year-old Hermon man,
who was arrested one day after Peter
J. Bassett was killed, has denied he
was involved with the slaying.

SUGARLOAF USA will be showing
Warren Millers latest ski film
AND giving away DOZENS of FREE PRIZES
WHEN? Thursday, October 27
TIME? 7:30 PM
WHERE? DAMN YANKEE
FREE ADMISSION if you show your
88-89 ski pass receipt or purchase
pass at the door. All others only $2.00
DON'T MISS OUT!
IAA"

Tickets nvniInh!ci Ath!otir Ticket Office

Catch MacTonight

Affidavits filed with the court
quote police offficers as saying
witnesses saw Thompson and Bassett
together outsidt a local 'oar, while
others said they saw the two men
leave the bar together minutes before
the shooting.
One witness told police he saw a
confrontation between two men fitting Thompson and Bassetes descriptions. The man resembling Thompson put his hand behing the head of
a man in a postal uniform, two gunshots rang out and the uniformed
man fell, the affidavit said.

School boards not getting
quctlified applicants

44.

Skiers

AUGUSTA (AP) — A high turnover rate caused by retirements and
career changes arc thinning the ranks
of qualified applicants for key school
administrative postions, state education officials said Tuesday.
School boards across the state "are
saying that they're not feeling they're
getting enough highly qualified applicants" for superintendents' and
principals' positions, said Education
Commissioner Eve M. [tither, who
released results of a survey on supply and demand of administrators.
School superintendents, principals
and school directors paricipated in
the survey, which was conducted by

a panel of educators at state and local
levels to assess the demand and supply of administrators during the nest
five to 10 years.
Survey figures show a wealth of
trained school administrators in
Maine, but the report says those
figures may be illusory, given the
high turnover rate and unwillingness
of many qualified people to apply.
The report says 40 percent of
Maine's superintendents expect to
retire within the next five years, and
4.4 permnt expect to leave those positions within the same period for other
jobs.

Body washes ashore
OGUNQUIT, Maine (AP) — A
body was found washed up along the
rockbound coast of this southern
Maine town Tuesday, not far from
where an ll-year-old boy was swetx
into the ocean nine days ago by heavy
seas, authorities said.
A couple discovered the body of a
male during a walk along the
Marginal Way — a one-mile stretch
between end of the beach and Perkins
Cove — at about 10:14 a.m., York
police Lt. David Johnson said.
Johnson declined to estimate the victim's age or speculate on his identity
or how long he might have been in
the water.
An autopsy will be performed
ednesday, according to the state

Medical EJLAMilbef's Office.
On Oct. 9, Williarn Mohler of Glen
Falls, N.Y. was swept off the rocks
on the Marginal Way and into the
Atlantic 114p had be

*yin,* with

two friends when a wave knocked
him off a rise of rock into a gully and
then out of sea, police said.
In a separate incident about an
hour later that day. Terry Jundley.
41, and his II -year-old Idaughter.
Marisol. of Durham, 141.H., were
sucked into the surf as they watched
15-foot waves breaking on the shore
near Bald Head Cliff in York.
Intensive searches following both
accidents failed to turn up any signs
of the three.

Election coverage not
serving the public
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At a McDonalds Nearest You.

NEW YORK(AP) — Coverage of
the presidential election by sound bite
isn't serving the public, but what
news media is dishing out appears to
be "4“': the public wants. new CBS
News President David Burke said
Tuesday.
Burke, appearing before television
critics for the first time since he moved over form ABC News in July, said
he did not know how to steer the
public's attention, and thus the news
media's, away from glib quotes and
flashy images and onto important
issues.
"1 sort of sense an unwanting to

know among the public,- Burke said.
"I mean, the public is buying the flag
factories and Pledge of Allegiance
and card-carrying this and cardcarrying that. 7
"I suppose we haven't done our
job well if we don't keep beating on
them that they shouldn't be paying
attention to that, they should be paying attention to other things.
'I fault us, 1 expect, for being
members of this same public and not
being willing to put on the hair shirt
and say, 'Sit down, we're going to
talk to you about the federal deficit.'
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Faculty split on
debate's winner

Lang to speak
Thursday

by Christina Koliander
Staff Writer

by Rhonda Morin
Staff Writer

Political science faculty; at the University of Maine were divided on who was
the actuid "winner'• in Thursday night's
second debate between Vice President
George Bush and Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Dukakis.
Assistant professor Matthew Moen
said the polls showed Friday morning
that Bush was the clear winner in the
debate.
Serge I-sag
"It wasn't clear to me last night,"
and the difficulty he had in getting Moen said. "I thought it was a little
responses," said Markowsky.
more even."
Huntington is one of the most quoted
Professor James Horan found Bush
political scientists in the international af- to be the winner on the emotional level,
fairs field and has served as a consultant but on an intellectual level, he said it was
for the U.S. State Department and Cen- about even.
Professor Walter Schoenberger
tral Intelligence Agency.
During his lecture, Lang will raise thought Dukakis was the clear winner,
questions concerning what he sees as although although he said the hews
media claimed Bush won.
dilemmas in professional practices.
Horan noted Bush put Dukakis on the
"I do not view the problems and the
absurdities of Huntington's works as defensive. "Dukakis needed a knockproblems of social sciences per se," out blow arid he just didn't do it,"
he said. "I view them as problems of Horan said. "People were looking for
how certain people practice their profes- something from Dukakis and it just
sion ... construct their own reality and wasn't there."
Moen said Bush had a much stronger
give this reality a force in the
political, journalistic and classroom statement than he had at the last debate.
"Bush got the final good say," he
arena."
said.
One of Lang's criticisms is HunAll three said Bush seemed more
tington's classification of the Union of relaxed in this debate.
South Africa as a "satisfied society."
Schoenberger noted Bush made the
"In what sense were the 20 million indication that there are extreme difblacks *scitisfieri?" he said.

Serge Lang. Yale University
mathematician and National Academy
of Sciences member, will speak Thursday about his involvement in an episode
in which a prestigious member of the
Harvard University community was
denied membership to NAS.
The speech will be held at 7:30 p.m.
in 120 Little Hall.
The controversy centers on the 1986
rejection of NAS membership for
Samuel P. Huntington. director of Harvard's
Center for International Affairs and
president of the American Political
Science Association, according to a
University of Maine press release.
Existing •members vote for new
members of NAS, an organization that
advises the government and releases
reports on scientific matters affecting
political decisions.
Lang questioned Huntington's accuracy and research as a social scientist,
which led to an investigation of Huntington's qualifications and later his rejection from NAS.
George Markowsky. University of
Maine chairperson and professor of
computer science, said Lang is likely to
focus on criticizing Huntington's theory
of South Africa as a "satisfied" country based on mathematical data.
Lang will discuss "what he uncovered. how it was played in_ the press
:31111111M:=1111111C

111111111C. =MC.

ferences between the two canditiates
Bush came across as a pleasant person, Schoenberger said, but continued
to bring up non-issues, such as Boston
Harbor.
"Dukakis bests the vice president with
concise one and two minute answers that
focus on the questions asked," Moen
said.
Ht. s4..."d overall the debate "covered
no new ground and was generally a lackluster debate."
The reasons for this were the questions and Ronald Reagan's domination
of the political agenda for the past eight
years, he said.
"Reagan is the one setting the
debate," Moen said. "They (the candidates) are reacting to the past eight
years."
Schoenberger said the next few weeks
before the election will be "feverish."
Horan agreed, saying, "I think you
are going to see the president out there
(on the campaign trail)." He also said
he thinks there will be a lot more commercials by Dukakis, showing he has a
warm personality.
Schoenberger sees Dukakis winning
the Nov. 8 election, although he thinks
a low voter turnout would hurt him.
Horan and Moen disagreed.
"If Bush maintains his same posture,
it's beginning to look like a landslide in
the electoral college," Horan said.
"Dukakis is in a fair amount of trouble due to the debate," Moen said.
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Homecoming problems minor, police say
by Tammy Hanford
Staff Writer
Another Homecoming Weekend has
come and gone, and the University of
Maine Department of Public Safety
reported there were no major problems
this year.
One of the problems the police did
have to face concerned misunderstandings of the rules regarding alcohol consumption at the tailgating picnic, said
Charlie Chandler, assistant director of
Administrative Services for the Department of Public Safety.
People entering the tailgating area
were given the choice of parking in
either an alcohol-sanctioned area or an
alcohol-free area, Chandler said.
well,"
quite
worked
"This
Chandler said. "There were some warwho
people
to
given
nings
misunderstood and were drinking in the
alcohol-free area, but over all there was
- very little drinking in that area."
University officials had expected
tailgaters to leave the tailgating area to
watch the football game, but many remained behind.
"The drinking should have stopped at

p.m. when the game :timed,"
Chandler said."We expected people to
come back during halftime to drink. The
intent was to have no non-stop, continuous drinking, but some of the
younger alumni had no such expectations.
"These younger alumni attracted
members of the present student body,
and they expected the drinking to continue non-stop to the end of the
game," he said.
The executive director of the UMaine
Alumni Association, H. Maxwell Burry,
said many alumni also noted the
problem'
"There were serious misunderstandings concerning what taitgating is,"
Burry said. "Many people didn't realize
the drinking was supposed to. end at
gametime.
"Many of the alumni came back for
the express purpose of seeing old friends
and socializing, and the game was not
in their plans." he said.
Officers and administrators walked
through the tailgating area at the start
of the football game, Chandler said.
when thev SaW then: was no signifi---It

ana

1

tune by a Mexican kid who only knows
that the music sounds right and will
cadge a tip from passing American
tourists.
And so it goes in a world where
"hccho en Mexico" and "Buy
American" share a mutual identity
crisis.
In a small shop on a Tijuana side
street, I found a clutter of Mexican sombreros, aviator sunglasses, and blankets
of questionalble ethnicity. The elderly
couple who ran the place were gracious
and distinctly soft-sell, an uncommon
trait among shopkeepers here. They
spoke to me in elegant Spanish about
this and that. And they they asked me
where I came from.
"Boston7— they both gasped almost
in unison.
Yes The same. Beantown. Oty by the
polluted harbor.
"We love the Boston Celtics," the
man said, pulling me by the ,arm to a
corner of the shop where one could find,
yes-indeedy, a Boston Celtics T-Shirt
Back there, he expostulated at length on
the current problems of the team. "Los
viejos, senor, the older players — they
simply cannot carry the whole
season."
"I told my son," the woman interjected,"'Do anything you want when
you grow up, only be like Bob Cousy"
'(the legendary Celtics guard who now
announces the team's games).
I purchased a pair of sunglasses,

movement of the remaining crowd, they
decided the tailgating area would have
to be clbsed at hafft/Mr.
Some people in the tailgating area appeared to have been drinking too much,
Burry said. But Chandler said most people cooperated with the police when they
were requested to leave the tailgating
"Most people there weren't obnoxious or aggressive," he said. "They
didn't necessarily cooperate immediately, but they weren't particularly negative
— I would call them 'relatively static."
Another problem Chandler and Burry
noted was what people perceived as a
lack of convenient parking.
"We -don't have,enough parking on
campus anytime," Burry said. "When
you add these thousands of other people coming to campus, the problem is
much worse. We knew as early as 7 a.m.
Saturday morning that we were going to
have a serious problem,"
Chandler said the parking situation
was worse than it should have been.
"Most people gave up looking for
parking spaces too soon." he said.
p•ri,ing nn
"People

campus. There was ipace by tbet4sine
Center for the Arts, but people were
parked all along College Avenue back
to near the entrance to University Park,
and they ended up walking a much
greater distance than they should
has c "
The Alumni Association is looking into the problems, Burry said.
"These issues need to be thoughtfully addressed by students, alumni, and
the administration," ne said. we
need to find a format for tailgating that
meets everyone's needs and expectations. We also need to do something
about parking, maybe using a shuttlebus
system employed by other schools.
"We hope to have this settled by
Homecoming
year's
next
Weekend," he said.
UMaine police had a few other problems to deal with during the
Homecoming weekend, UMaine
Depletitent of Public Safety Investigator Bill Laughlin said.
Several people will be appearing in
court on various charges stemming from
their actions over the weekend: he said.

(cwatlased from page 1)
which broke before I got through
customs on the way back, and made for
the street.
The street is to Tijuana what a gallery
is to a museum. Here, you bump up
against the town's polyglot culture. In
recent times, this vulture has undergone
a face-life. Tijuana wants the world to
forget its colorful if somewhat sordid
past, to shed the city-of-ill-repute image
and become a real, first-class tourist
resort.
This will be no small task. Based on
its continuing reputation, Tijuana is currently off limits to most military personnel after curfew. One sailor in San Diego
explained it to me this way: "Well, you
see it does happen that some of our guys
will go down Eno get beat up ny some
of their guys, and then we'll go down
with some more of our guys and.
Maybe that's why the Fielding guide
to Mexico doesn't cover Tijuarui.aAn
eciitoriai assistant at the company supported this decision by saying, "Well,
we don't cover Raja California,
either
The world could probably live
without a guide to the Baja. But
Tijuana?
Tijuana deserves better than that. The
whole noisy, tumultous frenzy of the
place, it's sell-sell-sell mentality, and the
pushy aggressiveness of its street life
may put some peopk off. I found it extraordinarily absorbing. In the faces of
street urchins, who have grown too wise

too early in life, you could read the hard
map of lives pressed down to the bar.e—
necessities. And yet you could see the
teen-agers wearing what any selfrespecting Valley Girl and Boy might
aspire to.
You can find the upgraded Tijuana
reprensented in such attractions as the
new S30 million cultural center with its
performing-arts center, museum, and
Otnnimax cinema, offering a 1W-degree
screen. Also, a general effort is under
way to make the streets more presentable, the shopping more modern.
Then, tlxre are still byways where one
stumbles over the variegated street life
of a Mexican-American city.
On a feast day, the crowd from a
dsurds spilled out into the street. Inside,_
incense blended with singing. People
!peed.ri, aad oisgthes in the vest hie,
peering in at the ornate goldleaf altar
and decorations.
Meanwhile, two young men pushed
their way back and forth through the
crowd, carrying candles from the basement to sell in the street fair outside.
Out there, in the carnival, a young
boy hit four balloons in a dart game.
Before he tried for the prizewinning

fifth, he crossed t- —se!f—and missed.
Nearby'', the Mercado Municipal was
filled, not with tourists, but with hardworking Mexican breadwinners.
they eat tortillas and argue over
vegetable prices. The whole place was
filled with the aromas of food, the MUSi*.
of human voices, and the thing you find
in abundance in Tijuana: flat-out,
unabashed life in the open.
If you go
Tijuana is 17 miles south of San
Diego. You can get there by Mexicoach
(which takes you directly to downtown
Tijuana) or by Greyhound bus or the
trolley, which leave you at the border (a
short walk from downtown).
if

• woe

:in thp VA se pa

ask the cosnpany it- you ant take it
across the border. If you are traveling
in your own CV, you can get insurame
in San Ysidro, right across the border.
according to the Mexican Governrnero
Tourism Office: policies are available
for as short a period as one day. There
are also agencies like AAA and San
born's at US border towns.
There's a helpful tourist information
booth as you cross the border

Black Bear Charity Road Race
Is'ENEFITTING:

unit:A Way
The Ronald McDonald House
M4.11it for Maine

Saturday, October 22, 1968
12:00 P.M.
WHERE: University of Maine
Textbook Annex

COURSE:, 5 mile loop thru
Orono-Old Town
ENTRY FEE: S5 per person

:10am
PRE-REGISTRATION: I0:30sun- I I
Sponsored by: Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity,
McDonald's and Coca-Cola.
Age Categories: Under 19, 19-29, 30 and over.
Medals awarded for men's, women's, Greek and non Greek categories

S

RESALE SHOP
86 South Main St.,
BREWER, ME 04412
989-6441
MONDAY - SATURDAY 10-4

"CONSIGNMENT SHOP""SELECTIVE USED CLOTHING"

SPECIAL FEATURE:

COSTUME RENTALS!

-
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Pauley enters
feud between
Letterman,
Gumbel

Romeo and
Juliet soon
to open
by Matt Ames
For the Campus

YORK(AP)

structing the actors in fencing techniques.
Walker, a roving professional based
in Boston, is also teaching an introductory acting class at the university this
semester.
Ann Ross, formerly an instructor in
the UMaine dance department, is handling choreography for the production.
Ross most recently worked with Cyrus
on Theater of the Enchanted Forest's
production of "Hiawatha" this past
summer. Ross now runs her own dance
studio, Dancespace, in the Old Town
area.
Other featured actors include Grace
Bauer as the Nurse, James Savoie as
Benvolio, and Ed McIntyre as Paris.
The show will be presented beginning
this evening at 8 p.m. in Hauck
Auditorium in the Memorial Union,
with matinees Thursday and Sunday.
Admission is free for UMaine students

Jane Pauley
NEW
would like to put in her two cents'
worth on the continuing feud between her "Today" show co-host
Bryant Gumbel and "Late Night"
host David
The squabblina beam three years
ago when Letterman shouted out the
window of 30 Rockefeller Center
with a megaphone, interrupting an
interview during a prime-time "Today" special.
Gumbel expressed outrage that
Letterman-Would pull such a stunt.
Letterman countered that he was invited to pull such a stunt by the thenexecutive producer of "Today,"
Steve Friedman. Letterman made
Gumbel the butt of jokes on "Late
Night." Gumbel huffily demanded
apologies More jokes. More huff.
Pauley complains that no one has
ever asked her about the incident.
When in fact it was she who was interviewing Don Johnson and Philip
Michael Thomas of "Miami Vice"
when the incident occured. Gumbel
wasn't even involved.
"If anybody should have been mad
at Letterman, it was me," she said.
"I have always been devoted to Steve
Friedman. Steve was the one who
should have said, 'Hey, it was my
idea.' He invited Letterman to do a
stunt.
"Bryant understands that I don't
have to hate Dave Letterman. He
does. I think that's probably fair to
say. I don't know, maybe he doesn't
use the word 'hate.' But Bryant does
accept the fact that I can continue to
like David Letterman, and we're
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It's not a riciis- story.
It's not something you haven't heard
before. And yet, it's a story whose plot
still holds up, appearing in modern
variations throughout film, theater, and
even television. ,,is, first arid foremost,
a story of young love, perhaps the oldest
theme of all.
It's "Romeo and Juliet," chosen
for the fir.tt prywilirtinfi a the year for
the University of Maine Theater/Dance
department.
Edgar A. Cyrus, chairman of the
department, is directing the piece, which
will be be performed in Hauck
Auditorium Wednesday through
Sunday.
Why "Romeo and Juliet?"
"Well I could give the old dry answer
about it being a great educational experience for students to work with
Shakespeare," Cyrus said. "But apart
from that, it's a heck of a lot of fun.
We're having a real good time with it.
We're • trying to bring out a lot of
humor, a lot of physicality."
Cyrus said a number of universal
themes appealed to him as a director,
apart from the well-known first-lovestory line. Clannish warfare, he pointed
out, like the Montague-Capulct feud in
"Romeo and Juliet," is still prevalent
today.
"It's funny, but (the modern variations), like "West Side Story," begin
to affect the way you look at the
piece." Cyrus said.
"There's also the whole issue of
suicide," he said, taking a serious
tone. "That has touched a lot of peopie- s lives in some way...

..4Prf
The Maim Mask Theater is presenting Shakespeare's "Romeo sod Joliet"
today through sunday is Hauck auditoriums.
The young duo will be played by
Elizabeth Moore, a graduate student,
and Ethan Strimling.
Moore, who last year played in "The
Lady and the Gypsy," "The Misanthrope," and "Picnic on the Battlefield," was nominated to the Irene
Ryan Acting Competition at the
American College Theater Festival for
her performance in Caryl Churchill's
"Cloud Nine."
Strimling, a history and political
science major, brings strong classical
training with turn. He attended the High
School for the Performing Arts and the
Julliard School in New York City before
coming to UMaine. Strimling has also
traveled extensively throughout Central
America doing improvisational, political
theater.
Helping out Cyrus is visiting artist
James Walker, with whom Cyrus has
been awciated through Theater at
Monmouth (where Cyrus often designs
or directs in the summer)for "about 12
Wain!. i. ryhtyinar
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'The Society of'Women lf,ngineers is hosting the
YANKEE gagI9NAL STUDENT arsei-ERENCEa(
and
50.8 FAIR
on
October 22-23, 1988
'Thejobfair zvill be held. on Saiiirday, October 22from 2:30 to 5:00 in
Lengyl Gyrri and LS open to the entire campus. Several high tech
companies as well as grad sciwois will be on hand to answer questions as
welt as accept resumes. For More information concerning conference
events anti registration, contact a SWE member or stop by our booth at the Memorial- Union, Monday through Friday (October 17th - 21st)!
For more information call:
Xi:ger-I-refry
Prrsicient
(866 2286)

Joyce Patnck
lice Pre.sufent
.(816-3625)
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Don't let a few
spoil it for all
A

recent poll by the Capitol News Service
indicates that the $36.8 million bond issue for
the University of Maine system may not pass.
That would be a huge mistake.
Some recent blunders by the administration (especially
here on the Orono campus) and the subsequent press
coverage may be costing the UMaine system at one of
its most crucial times.
There is no doubt that voters are worried about how
fiscally responsible UMaine is. And why not?
It is easy to understand the concern of citizens when
the president of the system's flagship campus sells
artifacts from a Pre-Columbian art collection to help
finance a baseball clubhouse. How can folks not be
concerned when that same president refuses to tell the
public why he apparently authorized a $36,000 payment
for his women's basketball coach to resign.
Certainly, we should worry.
But do these incidents justify abandoning the whole
system in an important time of growth.
Certainly not.
People at this university know that. But,
unfortunately, many of the people of Maine do not.
They, as Governor James Longley in the late 70's. see
the UMaine system as a big-spending bureaucracy that
mismanages its resources.
It is unfortunate that administrators have made this
cynicism such an easy attitude, but this is reversible.
This university system is too important to the future of
Maine to let these events (which are indeed small in the
entire scope of things) put UMaine further behind in the
capital and other improvements the bond issue would
finance.
It's time for everyone (especially alumni and students)
involved with the UMaine system to let the people of
the state know the good things happening at the University of Maine. We cannot afford to let this bond be
defeated.
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Perhaps it's the cruel and
unusual punishment inflicted
on me by an over-zealous and
sadistic media law professor.
Perhaps I'm just cracking up,
but Lately I've begun to wonder
about sonic signs I've been
reading. *
For example, a few early
mornings ago as I was stumbling to the Den for a coffee I
happened upon a large sign
reading, "Beddinvon Road —
for faculty decals only."
"Hmm," I thought. "If
the road is really just for faculty dec.'1', what are they going
to do with all the cars attached
to those decals?"
Filled with wonderment. I
posed my question to the sign's
guardian, a grim-faced man
who looked amazingly like Don
Knots.
He mumbled something
about just keep on walking and
then something about a smart
donkey.
guess he just wasn't a morning person.
Later, as I was riding in a
friend's car, I noticed a sign on
the roadside reading, "Full
Gospel Church."
"As opposed to what?" I
asked myself. I mean, is there
such a thing as a Half Gospel

•
c

Michael Di Cicco
Church? You know, all the sin
— half the ceremony.
I just don't know.
And hey, what about those
signs that read, "Slow children
playing?" I mean do these slow
kids grow up and become
employed at businessec. where
there are signs reading, "Slow
men working?"
It seems to make sense. But,
then what happens to the slow
girls? I don't think I've seen
any signs reading, "Slow
women working."
Or what about those signs
that have a picture of a deer on
them and then the word,
"sing?"

_

51.11.7
What the bell's a sing? I
mean, has anyone actually ever
seen one of these alleged sings
or are they just some abstract
concept like IllaCT0 economics?
The other day I went to grab
a Coke from a soda machine
when I saw a sign taped to the
machine which read, "Don't
use this machine it's broke."
Ohmagod! Please, somebody
give the poor machine some
money so I can get a soda.
I went into town mayday to
get something at the drug store.
I was just about to enter when
I saw a siert tin the door
reading, "Not responsible for
bare feet."
Oh my, does this mean the
store is not responsible for bare
feet in general, or what'
Could this be a trend?
I mean, am I going to have
to wear a sign proclaiming what
I'm not responsible for?
You know, something like,
"Not responsible for uprisings
in Burma, nuclear diplomacy or
President Lick's policies.
That's a scarcy thought. It's
a scarey thought indeed.
Micheal Di Cicco is a senior
journalism major from Essex
Junction, Vermont who is not
responsible for anything.
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At a
glance
The White Buffalo By Kathleen
Lignell
107pp. $6.95
Upstart Press. P.O. Box 159
Orono, Maine 04473
When t had heard that
Kathleen's new book was finally out. I asked her if I could
review it. I thought it would be
easy, basically routine, and I
owed an editor friend of mint
a long promised piece. Quickly
Kathleen sent the book, and
just as quickly I read it. Two
weeks later, though, I still
hadn't pounded out a review;
my illusions of simplicity were..
shattered.
Seemingly, in my absence of
practice, I had forgotten that
typical claustrophobic review
format. The utterly simplistic
procedure involving a few tentative generalities, a little liberal
quota*ion. some clinical jargon,
and that final smattering of
judgments shelving the author
forever lower than the best escaped me. For better or
woise, I found myself an innocent grappling with how_ to
getyou to read The White Buffalo and do.some judging on
'
your own.
Fortunately, Kathleen's
ta 4,4..2.•help. myaricriesix
If anything, The White Buffalo
quilted out of poetry,
mythology. history, sociology,
politics, theology, and plain old
story-telling-confused me more;
it refused paraphrase, summary

or catorgorizong. It, as does
Lignell's white hero, not only
insisted upon, but pursued its
own slippery freedom.
Here's a healthy slice of the
whole for you to read yourself:
The white buffalo was sitting
in a dark, obscure corner of
The Far West eating his
vegetarian dinner. He was
seated near the window and
from there he could see the dal •
ly life of Dodge City, some
mal boys fightinn sn the dirt.
pretty women holding up their
long skirts as they rushed past,
and cowboys tying up their
horses on both sides of the
muddy street. Outside his window he could see the men go

No simple silence
countered. For Washington
readers, the book makes clear
in a scholarly way the emotional force behind the
demonstrations at Gallaudet
University last winter, when
students took to the streets and
demanded that a deaf person be
chosen to lead the school.
What is this deaf pride movement all about?
Language, for one. And
By Paul Berg
Song. And folklore. In
poetry.
obvious,
seems
it
To be deaf,
short, the movement is about
must be to live in a world .of
all the elements that normally
silen-ce. But--that, say the
a group of people as a
define
in
"Deaf
authors of
culture. So pervasive is the
America," is where most peotendency to "classify Deaf people get it wrong.
ple in terms of the degree of
Tom
and
Carol Padden
the
their
impairment,"
Diego
San
_Humphries.
educators who describe--authors write, that it is difficult
themselves both as deaf(in the even for the deaf themselves to
physiological sense) and Deaf understand their culture "from
"
(in the culture sense), introduce the
people must live
"Deaf
peohearing
us to a world most
entirely
almost
within the world
enbarely
only
ple have

BREAKING THE SILENCE
The Signing World of Deaf
Culture
Deaf in America
Voices from a Culture
By Carlo Padden and Tom
Humphries
Harvard University Press
129 pp. S17.95

mg about humanity.
The smell of whiskey was
drifting in through the open
window. The white buffalo
continued eating. But his
thoughts were interrupted by a
sudden commotion coming
from directly across the street
at the Long Branch Saloon.
The white buffalo wondered
what was going on.
Inside the Long Branch sat
Buffalo Bill, now a young hew
at twenty-five, and Kit Carson,
fripnrit Mint were
talking loudly, after too many
whiskeys, and much to the annoyance of the other customers
playing faro at nearby tables.
Kit Carson was an intense man
with a white mustache. He was

the consummate frontiersman,
who was often described as an
"Injun-lover" by his enemies.
He was the kind of man who
could best be described as a
hopeless idealist. Buffalo Bill
Cody was young and brash and
wore a mustache and a goatee
and lots of fringe on his
buckskins. He had just finished killing off 4,280 buffalo in
eithteen months. His faithful
gun Lucretia Borgia leaned
against the chair beside him
They !whinged into their conversation as if it were a meal.

of others," they writh. "This
peculiar social condition leads
to a longing of their own, a
longing to live lives designed by
themselves rather than those
imposed by others."
From the very beginning, the
deaf child creates a theory of
the world based on assumptions
different from those of hearing
children. "Imagine Jim sitting
in a room near a door. Suddenly his mother appears, walking
purposely to the door. She
opens the door, and there is a
waiting on the
visitor
doorstep.. How does the child,
who does not hear the doorbell,
understand what the stimulus is
for the odd behavior of opening a door and finding someone
standing there? We can only
guess."
Certainly hearing people can
only guess, because sound plays
such a central role in our lives.
Padden and Humphries
challenge the reader to imagine

another world, one with a "different center'—one in which
ability or ir.ability to hear is not
at the core. The thing that link?
at real language. American Sign
Language is shown to be just as
flexible as English, and in some
cases more powerful. Padden
and Humpheries, who with
Terrance J. O'Rourke wrote
"A Basic Course in American
Sign Language," explore
ASUs complex grammar in.
simple terms. For- example,
while English verbs agree with
only the subject of a sentence,
some ASL verbs agree with
both subject and object.
Those who doubt sign
language can express everything
English can will be amazed to
read how deaf performance artist Eric Malzkuhn translated
Lewis Carroll's "Jabberwocky"("Twas brillig,and the
slithy toves...") into sign.
Just as Carri:41 combined old
words to77"7"e's the story of

-KIT CARSON: Yep, Bill,
dogged if I ain't glad to be back
in the West again. When President Grant called me to

Washington for them high-level
talks, I did't fiuer I'd be gone
so long. Gimme a pull on your
bottle. I got a turrible dry. Man
gits a hankerin' after so much
ridin'
-BUFFALO BILL: What's it
all 'bout, Kit?
Across the street in The Far
West the white buffalo perked
up his ears.
-KIT CARSON • It's risky
doin's. Looks like we're in fur
another lnjun uprising'. The
President wanted to discuss it
with me. I told him that it cain't
(continued on 3B)

a deaf couple who check into a
motel. Latter, in the wee hours,
the wife wakes up with a
headache and asks her husband
to get some aspirin from the
car's glove compartment.
He does, but then forgets
which room is his. He thinks
for a moment, then leans on the
car's horn.
"Very quickly, the motel
rooms light up, all but one. It
is his wife's room of course."
For a moment, the tables are
turned. Sound belongs to the
deaf. And nothing is as simple
as it once seemed.
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Straight stuff
WHO"S IN CHARGE HERE?
How Reagan Let Iran-Contra
Happen

LANDSLIDE
The Unmasking of the President, 19841988
By Jane Mayer and Doyle
McManus
Houghton Mifflin. 468 pp.
$21.95
By Johnathan Yardley
What we have here is a doged, workmanlike piece of journalism that, through the
machinery of hype in complicity with the daily press, has been
represented to the public as
something it largely is not. The
press releases and the news
stories would have us believe
that "Landslide" is the story of
how the Reagan presidency
almost came to a premature
conclusion; as the shrieking
headline on one piece of
flackery puts it, -NEW BOOK
REVEALS WHITE HOUSE
STAFF
CONSIDERED
REMOVING PRESIDENT
REAGAN FROM OFFICE
UNDER 25TH AMEN:DMENT." But one need only
read "Landslide' itself to
realize what a fundamental
distortion this is of its actual
contents.
To be precise, the material
from which the press releases
and the subsequent news accounts have been drawn is contained in the five-page prologue

to Jane Mayer and Doyle
McManus' 400-page book. As
the world now knows, this
material involves a memorandum written by one Jim Cannon to his friend Howard Baker
in which it was suggested that
Ronald Reagan might be
removed from office as incompetent to govern, under a
provision of Section Four of
the 25th Amendment to the
Constitution; as the world also
knows, the suggestion was
never seriously considered and
died aborning.
In a sensible world the story
would scarcely be considered
news: An obscure if experienced Washington hand comes up
with an idea to which scant attention is.paid and from which
no action or policy ensues. So
'What? But ours is not a sensible world, so this bit of nothing
has been inflated into the flavor
of the week, with the predictable result that "Landslide"
has been launched into the
ether where the big-money
books soar.
This no doubt is all to the
benefit of Mayer, of The Wall
Street Journal, and McManus,
of the Los Angeles Times, but
it is not unduly edifying to
witness these intelligent, conscientious reporters being lured
into the process by which
writing and hype become
indistinguishable.
The truth is that the Cannon
anecdote - which the authors
never again mention after the
prologue—bears only a glancing relationship to the central
business of "Landslide,"

Meaning of life
THE
THE CULT OF
DATABASE
Three Scientists
and their Gods
Looking for Meaning
In an Age of Information
By Robert Wright
Times Books. 324 pp, $18.95
By Rudy Rucker
You're thirty-something, and
you want to know the meaning
of life. You've discarded
religion, you're too poor to be
a materialist, and you don't like
drugs, so what else is there?
How about the modern concept
of information?
somewhat
this
In
autobiographical book of interviews, robert Wright describes
his conversations with the
economist Kenneth Boulking,
the biologist Edward 0.
Wilson, and the computer
scientist Edward Fredkin.
The interview with Fredkin,
part of which appeared in The
Atlantic last spring, is the most
startling. Fredkin, now 50ish,
was one of the earliest computer hackers. He's been a
multimillionaire for years, and
even though he never finished
college, he was once a professor
at MIT. All this thanks to computers. Fredkin believes the
universe itself is a computer of
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which is a meticulous account
of the origins and histOry of the
affair by which Reagan's second term may well be best
known in the future, the IranContra scandal.
Mayer and McManus have
done a prodigious amount of
research, both original and
secondary, and have produced
what is likely to be the
definitive record of how an inattentive president permitted
whether by acquiescence or ignorance we probably never will
know his underlings to
fabricate and implement a
patently illegal policy. Though
they do not contribute anything
particularly new to our
understanding of the affair,
they have traced its development in a clear, orderly way,
and as a result "Landslide"
presumably will be of use to
historians seeking to interpret
and understand the Reagan
presidency..
But their own efforts to interpret and understand are considerably less interesting than
their straightforward reportage.
For the most part the themes
upon which they hand their tale
are either obvious, excessively
familiar or questionably accurate. Into the first two
categories must be placed both
the theme from which the book
takes its title-that landslide victories such as Reagan's in 1984
tend to be interpreted by
presidents and their henchmen
as greater mandates than they
really are and the portrait they
paint of Reagan himself, which
they summarize as follows:
"Viewed from outside as a
powerful leader who had
changed the course of
America's political - debate,
Reagan showed little dynamism

mount. Most interestingly,
c•:olutionary basis for cooperation
a certain special sort: a so- and altruism—if I die proteccalled cellular automaton.
ting my fardity, i iosc my ownCellular automata are good life, but I preserve a substantial
candidates for being cosmic number of my genes. Wright
computers because they can reports an anecdote about "an
product endlessly intricate pat- evolutionary biologist who was
terns from the merest shred of asked whether, after all he had
program. If the universe is a learned about the ruthless
cellular automat urn then it real- genetic calculus programmed
ly might be possible for the into people, he would still,as he
"secret of life" to be, say, the had once vowed, give his life
number 46, as in The Hit- for his brother. 'No,' he
chhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. replied,"Two brothers or eight
But, presses Wright, if the cousins.'"
world is a huge computation,
Three Scientists and Their
what does that tell us about the Gods begins to flag during this
meaning of life? Fredkin sug- interview. As a former editor of
gests that maybe someone set the editor of the New York
our huge system running in Academy
of
Science's
order to figure something out, magazine, the Sciences, Wright
Wright observes. "It sounds seems to have absorbed more
like a good-news/bad-news in-group gossip than is good for
joke: the good news is that our him, and he tells us far more
lives have purpose: the bad than we want to know about
news is that the purpose is to the vicis.....-des of Wilson's
help some titanic hacker career. We are tickled by some
estimate pi to nine jillion observations about cultural verdecimal places."
sus biological evolution, but
Edward 0. Wilson is known now Wright wearies of his inas the father of sociobiology. terviewee and begins intea the revolutionary theory which calating i M patient asides. "Onsuggests that plants and animals ly too late do I realize that the
are like huge robotic devices conversation has gotten out of
that__genes use in order to hand. I've gotten E.O. Wilson
reproduce themselves. Accor- on the subject of intellectual inding to this way of looking at tergration and there's no stopthings, the transmission of ping him now." If it bored
genetic informantion is para- Wright to listen, why is he mak-
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THE LOVE
ELIOT

—THE LE
ELIOT
Volume I, I
Edited by V
Harcourt B
639 pp. $29,

—ELIOT'S
By Lyndall
Farrar. Strait
pp. $19.95
By Michael

inside his OWit White Heide.
Reagan's second term was the
His toughness dissolved in the
"unmaking" of he presidencs
face of human appeals. His
decisiveness evaporated when
That various events of that
the courtiers around him were
term
were
disastrous,
at odds. He was strangely
calamitous and/or farcial is
susceptible to the wiles of both
beyond dispute, and so too is
his staff and his wife. Far from
the
fragile hold that Reagan has
being a sophisticated manager,
on the instruments of his office,
he rarely demanded accounyet the affection and esteem
tability from subordinates. Too
with which his constituents
often, he crossed the line from
regard him are too great and
delegation to abdication."
too persistent to permit the
All of which is perfectly true,
even if by now it all is numb- out-of-hand dismissal of his last
ingly familiar to anyone who __tour years in office. Perhaps it
is the case that Reagan must be
has read the various memoirs
judged by standards other than
by apostate Reaganites or, for
those customarily applied to
that matter, anyone who pays
presidents; but whatever those
reasonably close attention to
standards may turn out to be.
the daily news. But Mayer and
they are most unlikely to reMcManus are on less solid
quire the judgement that his
ground when they claim, as
presidency was "unmade."
they do repeatedly. that

ing us read it?
In

awn,
/

Boulding, Wright starts Out
testier. Boulding. now 76,
Was one of the rays,- social sciets,tists to suggest that society is an
organism, and originated
"general systems theory.
For him the meaning of life is
unity. Here is Wright at a
seminar with Boulding: "The
longer Boulding talks, the more
difficult I find it to look other
scholars in the eye. It isn't so
much that I'm embarrassed for
him. I've read enough of his
work to know that beneath this
crazy quilt of insights and opaque quips is a reasonably
coherent body of thought. It's
;us! that!suspect that :hey are
embarrassed for him." In the
following pages, Wright compares Boulding to the Quaker
Oats Quaker, and then
describes his habitual expression as being"an innocent leer,
a leer with nothing sinister
behind it. It is the way Dracula
would look at you if he were a
nice guy."
But then a strange thing hap-

even

peas. Boulding completely wing.

Wright over! The author
reaches a kind of epiphany,
dimly sensing a fusion of evolution, information, and society.
in a genuinely affecting finale,
he concludes that the purpose
of life is to create more and better information, and that this

purpose bears with it such
=lora! MI—Naive:
and etiological awareness.
The book also includes
- separate chapterlels on information, meaning communication and complextty. The
book's sctence popularizations
are marred by several conceptual and iiiathcmatic,aJ errors,
as when the author states that
an object's volume varies as an
exponential rather than as a
cubic function of its length. On
the whole though, Three Scientists and Their Gods is interesting reading that makes
you think.
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Eliot's underwear
THE LOVE SONG OF T.S.
ELIOT
—THE LETTERS OF T.S.
ELIOT
Volume 1, 1898-1922
Edited by Valerie Eliot
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
639 pp. S29495
—ELIOT'S NEW LIFE
By Lynda Gordon
Farrar, Straus and Giroux. 356
pp. $19.95
By Michael Duda
During his lifetime T.S. Eliot
bestrode the literary world like
a colossus. From the publication of The Waste Land in 1922
until hii death in 1965 he was
the chief cultural poohbah of
England and America; in 1956
over 14,000 people jammed into a stadium in Minnesota to
hear humor, more accurately,
simply to Set him; literary
histories spoke reverently of
"The Age of Eliot."
After all, he was the author
of the most admired poem of
the century, generally regarded
as the greatest literary critic in
English, and hearkened to as a
social visionary and religious
prophet. He received the outward signs of success too- the
Nobel Prize, the Order of
Merit, and a hit on Broadway
(his play The Cocktail Party).
Which just goes to show that
nothing fails like success. During the past 20 years Eliot's
reputation has taken a beating
on all fronts. In terms of poetic
influence Wallace Stevens and
William Carlos Williams divide

contemporary American poetry
between them. Virtually all of
Eliot's literary judgements have
been seriously challenged or
strongly qualified.
Modern verse drama came
and went.
Critics talk of the "Pound
Era."
There's always a swing
downward in reputation after
the death of a giant.
But then matters even out as
scholarship starts to strip away
the veneer of the smiling—or in
Eliot's case, sad-faced - public
man. In his centennial year (he
was born on September 26,
1888) Eliot is currently enjoying, some might say enduring,
process. Memoirs,
that
biographies, the discovery and
publication of the Waste Land
manuscript, and now his letters
are altering our image of the
Anglo-Catholic royalist and
classicist into something much
richer and stranger. Those are
pearls that were his eyes.
The first volume of the Eliot
letters -begins in 1898, when
Eliot was 10, ItrA ends in 1922,
the year of The Waste Land
and the establishment of The
Criterion, the intellectual
quarterly he was to edit for 17
years.
In her introduction Valerie
Eliot, the poet's widow, mentions that she had originally intended the first voltarie to go up
to the end of 1926, that is, up
to the moment of Eliot's
religious conversion. This
would have allowed a ncaf continuity with Lyndall Gordon's
superb Eliot's New Life, which
focuses on the poet's spiritual
biography from -1927 till his
•

(White buffalo continued)
,

be avoided no ways. Yep, a
scrouse Injun war is 'bout to
break out on the plains.
-BUFFALO BILL: Seer!s to
t we could avoid this
someways. You rigger the
goverment's like to take a hand
in this uprising'?
-KIT CARSON: No doubt.
Look at facts, kid. We've taken
everything from the Injuns.
First their tribal lands and then
their sacred huntin' grounds.
They're out there now, I'm bettin', holdin' council and
smearm' war paint all over their
bodies.
-BUFFALO BILL: Well, there
must be something we can do!
-KIT CARSON: I reckon you
really don't understand, do ya,
boy? It's the huffier. We're
slaughterin' their sacred buffler
by the thousands and they ain't
goin' to stand by and let it keep
happenin' no more. They lost
their side of it, by God!
-BUFFALO RILL.: But it's our
West now; those buffler belong
to us. Don't that mean nothin''

-KIT CARSON: Plain horeshit,
son! The burner don't belong

to no one. They're free as the
plains. Ain't you never seen one
of those old shaggies with his
nose to the wind, lookin'
forever like the Statue of Liberty with his head high and
shinin' like a torch? They don't
belong to no one but the West
itself.
-BUFFALO BILL: Well, you
wanna know what I think 'bout
it, Kit?

death. But the years between
these two books are in fact their
hidden focus: the dissolution of
Eliot's marriage to his first
wife, Vivienne, and the
reblossoming of his love for the
girl he left behind, Emily Hale.
It, is the revelation of this
*man drama that is largely
raponsible for the image of
Eliot as a confes:ional poet,
somewhere between Baudelaire
and Robert Lowell.
Admittedly, it is sometimes
hard to find the human being in
Eliot's correspondence. Letter
writing, as Lyndall Gordon
observes, "was his least distinctive mode. He wrote hundreds
of reserved letters; one might
say he was adept at the reserved letter..." Eliot simply is
not in the class of his poetfriends Conrad Aiken and Ezra
Pound, who made their lively
correspondence an extension of
their personalities and their
poetic platforms. Happily,
Valerie Eliot includes a few letters from these friends, as well
as from Jean Verdenal, the
mysterious dedicatee of
Prufrock and Other Observations, who was killed in World
War I. There was speculation at
one time that he and Eliot were
homosexual lovers; but
Vercienal's letters are merely affectionate and nostalgic.
However some of the correspondence with Aiken,
Pound and other old friends
displays
a
locker-room
bawdiness: There are several
excerpts from Eliot's obscene
King Bolo poems, and lots of
verbal towel-snapping about
private parts and even more
private acts.
-BUFFALO BILL: You mean
they don't think. Goddarn
fools! Just keep tryin' to stop
our march of progress, that's
their way of fun. Like I always
says, the only way to deal with
hostiles is with a rifle, (Pats
Lucretia Borgia on the butt)
-KIT CARSON:(Musing) It's
the burner. Reckon so. I'm
sure the heart of this whole
matter's with the burner. Told
the President as much too! He
agreed with me, but fip,gered
there weren't a damned thing
he could do 'bout it.

-KIT CARSON: What's that,
kid?

-BUFFALO BILL: Uh-huh.

-BUFFALQ BILL: Injuns
cain't do nothin' right; not a
damn thing. And this buffler
business just shows I'm right.
What's so sacred cow 'bout a
bunch of dumb buffler,
anyways?

-KIT CARSON: Yep, another
five year and ther'll be not hin'
but coarse fur, and that's going' fast too! The buffler" nigh
gone now. Won't be even a
goddam poor bull thiry years
ahead.

-KIT CARSON: I reckon it's a
man's own business_what he
thinks. But this uprisin' trouble
is mighty risky, anyways you
lay your sights. Maybe the Injuns and us could've been
friends, but I don't think so.
Ten years too late anyhow.
Way I see it, we belong to different worlds. We're builders.
While the Injuns are content to
live jist like they always done.
1 rigger lnjuns think different
from whites.

-BUFFALO BILL: Amen, and
pass the bottle!
-KIT CARSON: Bill, I swear
sometimes you don't hear a
word I'm sayin'. It's a fool
thing!
-BUFFALO BILL: Well, we
done our part, didn't we? What
the hell right them lnjuns and
biiffler got anyways? Where

Most of the time, though,
these London letters show us
Eliot the son (at times the
mama's boy), the nursehusband to neurotic wife Vivienne, and the ambitious
young urban professional. In
the early letters home Eliot
stresses his accomplishments;
only to his friends does he talk
of emptiness and acecha, of the
hollow man within: "In Oxford
I have the feeling that I am not
quite alive—that my body is
walking about with a bit of my
brain inside it, and nothing
else."
This "aboulie," as Eliot
calls it, may offer one reason
old; kid. time to sit back and
recollect things Yep,""" I'll
be headin" home now. What
'bout yurself, Bill?

why he suddenly and rashly
married Vivienne HaighWood— "the awful daring of
a moment's surrender. Which
an age of prudence can never
retract." Emily Hale had not,
apparently, made her feelings
clear to Eliot before he left for
England.
Vivienne was vivacious,
available; like characters in
Henry James, they mistook
each other's true selves. The
result was a nightmare marriage: Vivienne constantly ill,
drugging herself with one
nostrum after another, suffer-
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-BUFFALO BILL: Wisht
you'd change your mind 'bout
goin' back home. It'll be fat
dciin's up north, Kit. I'll he
movin' on first '
6'-g in the
mornin' to join Gerneral Custer
in the Black Hills.
A simple scrape of a chair
reestablished the world. The
buffalo looked around him at
the dimly lit restuarant and out
the window at the black night.
He had a bad taste in his
mouth, a hot flash. It suddenly spread across his hump as he
bolted into the flawless night
air
"Witty, sardonic, and
original. The White Buffalo
in the tradition of Animal Farm
and Grendel, and there's a dash
of Huckleberry Finn here, toothat's what the P.R. blurb on
Lignell's back cover reads. As
for me, after I (mis)read
Lignell's piece-following her
protagonist White Buffalo
along its twisted narrative path,
criss-crossing a disappearing
west-expecting answer, conclusions, that secure sense of
closure we've all come to expect, yet dread, in modern
literature-I rejoiced that it
wasn't there.

weekly by
The DailY
Maine Campus,

Lisa Harper!
Editor
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Poetry contest
A trip to Hawaii for two is the new
Grand Prize in the American Poetry
Association's latest poetry contest.
There is also a S1,000 First Prize. In
all, 152 poets will win $11,000 worth
of prizes. Contest entry is free.
"Students have been winners in all
our contests," said-Robert Nelson,
the publisher for the Association.
"So I urge students to enter now.
Later they may be too busy with exams.
Poets may send up to five poems,
no more than 20 lines each, with
name and address on each page to
Amerian Poetry Association, Dept.
CN-74, 250 A Potrero Street, P.O.
-7
Box 1803, Santa Cruz, CA 95061.
Poems are judged on originality
and sincerity. Every poem is also considered for publication.
In the last six years the American
Poetry Association has sponsored 27
contests and awarded i101,000 to
2,700 winning poets.
Poents postmarked by Dec. 31 are
., eligible to win. Prizes will be awarded by February 28, 1989.

(T.S. Eliot continued from 3B)
mg from migraines, shortness
of breath, dizziness, abscessed
teeth, colitis, various neuroses
More often than not. Tom suffered too: mostly exhaustion
from trying to earn a living
(first schoolmastering, then
banking, along with lectures,
reviews, and—seemingly last of
all—poems), but he also complains about his nose, teeth and
feet. "My nerves are bad
tonight. Yes bad."
And yet, throughout this
litany of woes, Eliot keepying things like "The present
year has been, in some respects,
the most awful nightmare of
tittar rise mind of man
can conceive, but at least it is
not di!!! " One senses that
-filar of tk
Ilse woo*
void within himself was so great
that only by suffering and constant work could he keep it at
bay.
Eventually, I think, the
ceaseless activity—both professional and social - became the
workaholic's typical means of
impossible
an
avoiding
homelife.
Readers looking for Eliot thc
critic and poet in these pages
will need to be highly imaginative. There are prefiguarations of famous critical or
poetic formulations—"I like to
feel that a writer is perfectly
cool and detached. regarding
other people's feelings or his
own, like a god who has got
beyond them ..."—but such
tidbits are few and never
developed. No one reading
these pages would believe that
their author was at work on the
critical pieces that would make
The Sucred Wood a touchstone
in the history of literary theory.
What is true of the essays is
even more true of the poems.
Eliot never talks about "The
Love' Song of J. Alfred
Prufrock" or "Gerontion" except as products—as poems to
sell to Poetry or The Dial.
Even when dealing with his
benefactor John Quinn he

seems more like a literary agent
than an author. There is literally more here about Eliot's
underwear and pajamas—
about which Vivienne is
strangely obsessed—than about
his poetry. Only once do the letters seem to illuminate the
poems directly: Eliot, looking
through a picture album, notes
it gives one a strange feeling
that Time is not before and
after, but all at once, present
and future and all the periods
of the past" - very nearly the
opening lines of "Burnt Norton."
Even though Eliot's 'setters
rive us no direct glimpse 81110
his poetic workshop, they do
relate some telling and touching
moo:cots. The --itty.• of chrif
writing his mother, when he
learns of his father's death, that
he wants to hear her "sing The
Little Tailor to me." The
probably unconscious doubleentendre of a note to Bertrand
Russell, who has taken Viv on
a little vacation: "I am sure you
hsse done everything possible
and handled her in the very best
was better than I" (Russell
almost certainly slept with her).
The personal plea behind the
letter to The Athenaeum urging
that the British Museum library
should stay open in the evenings for people who had jobs
during the day.
There are, of cousc, occasional signs of the "bad" Eliot.
He refers callously to "our Servant" and almost never calls
her by name; he mentions
"Siegfried Sassoon(semitic)"
he cuts old friends. including
"Conrad Aiken, stupider than
ever." And all the what he is
smiling at the right people,
keeping his name in the news,
managing his literary career
with Rommel-like cunning.
These letters leave us at the
end with Eliot on the verge of
his greatest success. He has
finished The Waste Land(while
on leave from Lloyd's bank for
nervous exhaustion) and has 'P-

augurated The Criterion. He
has every reason to be proud,
perhaps a little too proud:
"There is a small and select
public which regards me as the
best living critic, as well as the
best living poet, in England ...
I really think that I have far
more influence on English letters than any other American
has ever had, unless it be Henry
James."
He was right, of course,
despite the snotty tone. But
Lyndall Gordon's Eliot's New
Life shows in part how little
that public success came to
mean Whigs. By 1925 Vivienne
Eliot's neurasthenia started to
pass over Into _delusional
In 11.7711 Flint cnn

verted to the Church of
England, eventually going so
far as to make a private vow of
chastity. Soon thereafter he
began to live apart from his
wife, keeping his yinciatyuui.
secret, sneaking out of his office when she appeared, dodging her in public and private.
Lyndall Gordon's Eliot's
Early Years (1977) tried to
understand Eliot's treatment of
Vivienne, often taking her part
against received history. Diors
New Life chronicles the poet's
's-earch for salvation, — but
focuses closely on the place of
women in that search: the
gnawing guilt over leaving Vivienne, the promise of renewed happiness with Emily Hale.
Eliot wrote over 1,000 letters to
Hale — all of them locked up
at Princeton until the year 2020
— and spent many springs and
SUITIMeTS in her company. She
was simply a New Englandiaorn
school teacher, with an interest
in drama, but she represented
for Eliot an ideal love, his own
lost innocence and purity .
Unitimately she served as
Beatrice to his Dante—and then
was cruelly cast aside.
For the Eliot of the 1930s
and '40s was a man with immortal longings in him, and the

Four Quartets—"Burnt Norton," "East Coker," "The
Dry Salvages," and "Little
Gidcling"—depict his quest for
the perfected life. Emily Hale
was, as Gordon emphasizes,
"vital to Eliot's new life
because she had the power to
stir a dream of beautitude
through their mutual memory
of pure love." It was in her
company that the poet visited
Burnt Norton, and saw the rose
garden which was to figure so
prominently as a symbol of unfulfilled happiness: "Footfalls
echo in the memory/Down the
passage which we did not take/
Towards the door we never
rosethe
opened, Into
garden."
In her brilliant analysis of the
Quartets — a companion piece
to the "autobiographical"
of The JF---te nreA
her earlier book—Gordon links
'Eliot's spiritual search with that
of his puritan forebears.
Building on the classic studies
by F.O. Matthiessen and Helen
Gordon ...cilium the
Four Quartets as a full-fledged
spiritual autobiography — an
attempt to understand how to
live a religious life in a fallen
world, how to achieve sanctity.
These same highly personal
themes recur in the plays of this
era, not least in The Cocktail
Party with its submerged
homage to Emily Hale as Celia,
whom the hero does nol marry
and instead sends to her
martyrdom.
Which is what Eliot finally
did. His family assumed that he
and Emily would eventually
wed; but when Vivienne died in
1947, after years in an asylum,
Eliot looked within and found
that all his desire for marriage
died too. He preferred his
poetic dreams of the past and
the lone path of the religious
ordeal, divesting himself of
everything in his quest to know
God.
"What Eliot needed,"
elaborates Gordon, "was not
love in the usual sense, passion
or care, but love's transforming
power, the idea of a momen-

tous Urama, partly on tbe
model of Dante and Beatrice,
partly a subtle Jamesian drama
of buried
Like most readers, Gordon
finds this attitude easier to
understand than to condone,
especially when it resulted in a
broken heart and blighted life
for an admirable woman.
After such knowledge, what
forgiveness? In his later years
Eliot slept on a simple bed
under a heavy iron cross. He
took the bus every day to
church, recited his prayers
quietly in the crowded tube. He
expected to retire to an abbey.
As a lecturer he had gradually
become something of a spiritual
authority, talking about life
and society, religion and
literature with a voice beyond
time, beyond place:.
And,then, at ate 68, be Married his 0year-old secretary.
Valerie Fletcher.
This may seem almost a joke,
the renunciation of a lifetime's
habits.
But tins second marriage
found Eliot surprised by joy,
and his final years were, by all
rcports, extremely happy.
He had journeyed from the
inferno of his youth through
the purgatory of his matunty to
find an unexpected paradise in
his last years.
For all his gifts and accomplishments, Eliot was for
most of his life a haunted man,
racked with a sense of sin,
always yearning for "the peace
that passeth understanding."
In his self-obsession he
sometimes treated others cruelly; he was often a holy prig; but
knowing of his own purgatorial
burning
humanizes and
transforms his poems, so
perfectly beautiful, so terribly
personal. Still, to read The
Waste Land now is to hear the
cries of Vivienne, as well as
Philomel; and even though the
end of "Little Gidding" may
triumphantly unite the fire and
the rose, it is hard to forget
Emily Hale, ultimately left
standing by the door that nes cr
opened.
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Career Day is a chance to plan for the future
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To the editor:
Representatives from over 50
organizations will be at the
Fieldhouse on Thursday to
discuss career operations with
UMaine students.
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Career Day is a campus-wide
event which takes place every
other year. Local, national, and
international companies and
organizations arc featured. It's
not the formal job fair, but
rather a chance for students to
meet informally with representatives. Informal literature and
displays will be available to
learn more about the organiza-
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tions present.
Digital Equipment, Osco
Drugs, Aetna Life and Casualty, Mercy Hospital, James
Rivog, and Wang Laboratories
are just a few of the participants. Students will have an
opportunity to ask about a
specific major, or a perspective

Career Day is for all students
of all colleges and classes.
Freshmen and Sophomores can
use this event to inquire about
summer jobs, what the demand
for their major will be in two or
three years, or which courses
and electives will strengthen
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can receive professional advice
about which courses they could
take to be more marketable
after graduation.
Career Day is not an interview process but Seniors may
want to ask representatives
about their company's interview process, company contacts, and on-campus recruiting
schedule.
To get the most out of Career
Day, it's important that
students make an effort to ask
questions about the companies
and organizations, about the
representatives Personally, and
about career paths for specific
majors. Representatives are

prepared to provide information. Since about half of them
are UMaine alumni, they'll be
familiar with certain curriculums and colleges.
From
government
to
mcdical, from militiary to corporations, Career Day is for
everyodt. One particular
medical center is attending not
just for nurses, they offer over
200 entry-level career options.
Career Day is Thursday, Oct.
20, from 10:00 a.m.-2:30p.m.
in the Fieldhouse.
Barb Martineau
Career Center Intern

Yale professor
to speak Thursday
To the editor:
This Thursday, Oct. 20, at
p.m. in 120 Little Hall,
people will have the golden opportunity to listen to Professor
Serge Lang of Yale University
describe the controversy about
Professor Samuel P. Huntington's non-election to the
National Academy of Sciences.
Professor Lang, himself a National Academy of Sciences
member, organized an effort to
bar Huntington from the NAS
when he discovered that Huntington 's work contained
thar,
queraded as scientific facts. An
example of such a "fact" was
the conclusion made in the
1960s that South Africa at that
time was a satisfied society.
Professor Lang was and is
alarmed at the ian=ct :hat

Huntington his in the government and in the educational
establishment. To reduce this
influence. Professor Lang has
invested considerable time
making people aware of Huntington's work and its acceptance by the academic establishment. Professor Lang's talk
this Thursday will present the
details of this controversy and
of related issues, and I urge all
people interested in academic
integrity to attend this talk.
which is being supported by the
departments of Botany, Computer Science, Mathematics,
Scici-ax, P-3yLhology,
Sociology, and by the President's Office.

George Markowsky
Computer Science
Dc-;:si. chair
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their chance to work for a particular company.
Juniors and Seniors may
want to ask representatives
about summer internships,
which qualities and background
are looked for in an applicant,
what would be an expected
salary for an entry-level position, does the firm require people to transfer in order to
achieve upward mobility, or
does the company offer
management
training
programs.
For students that have no
idea about a major, it's an excellent chance to discover
what's really out there. They

More proofreading needed
To the editor:

Being bi-lingual
is a bonus
To the editor:
Felicitations au Daily Maine
Campus pour avoir imprime
1"article sur le cow do John
Benoit, et je felicite aussi
Charles Hick pour avoir mentionne la valeur du Bilinguisme
aux Etats Unis. Si tout le
monde etait aussi perceptif clue
toi, Charles, on auraif un
monde plus paisible et moths
raciste.
Since most readers of this
paper presumably cannot read
French, I'll make my concluding remarks in English. I
can't speak for either Dukakis
or Bush. I can, however, speak
for myself. I've learned through,
experience about the value of
being able to speak more than

one language. Not only do I
find myself all the richer for it,
but I've also noticed now people from different parts of the
world react appreciatively when
spoken to in their own
language. This positive reaction
on/from those spoken to in
their own language(s) is often
extended toward Americans in
general, thereby dispelling the
notion that Americans are all
ethnocentric and/or egocentric.
Good job, Charles. Keep Pa.pressing your ideas. The openmindedness toward languages
and cultures expressed in your
letter is very refreshing.

Paul Gutman
Fstabrooke Hall

The Daily Maine Campus is
a university paper. I am sure
this is no great revelation to you
or your staff. My point is that
as educated college students, we
should be entitled to a campus
newspaper that is gramatically
(sic) and typographically corpaper written by any
rect.
A

university should be representative of the educational level of
the institution. The errors in the
paper this year make it look like
it was written with the help of
a grade schooler. The issue
from Friday,
14, 1988, was
especially poorly proofread.
One would think that special attention would be given to producing a perfect feature section,

but that as fr from what I
read. Unfortunately, this was
not the first issue that i'we
found to be poorly done. I
notice there are numerous
editors on your staff. Who does
the proofreading?

Ginny Taylor
Hancock Hall

O'Dea seeks tn rle,}%nt°
'
iCQ11Pq
To the editor:
Being both a student and a
carylidatP for the Maine
Legislature, I am aware that as
Election Day approaches, the
voters of this district are looking for an opportunity to find
out where the candidates stand
on the issues which will affect
all of us for years to come.
While I have taken stands on

important issues ranging trom
funding for the University to
our environment, I believe that
the voters are best served in any
electoral contest when they
have an opportunity to hear
from both candidates. I am
therefore encouraging my opponent to accept this invitation
to debate at a mutually
agreeable time in the near
future.

The 115th session of the
Maine Legislature will be dealing with legislation which will
impact both this university and
the state for many years and the
voters should know where their
candidates for elected office
stand on the issues of our day.
John O'Dea
Candidate for Maine House
District 130

The 1)aiIv Maine Campus, Wednesda, October 19, 1988
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Campus Comics

(coadiused from page I)
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bin Watterson

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

CLONING ARM

by Dave Maclachlan
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grams on campus for the past four
years, said she is optimistic the program will be able to contribute more
to the university community than in
years past because of increased student
participation and a S5,000 budget
created from Student Life Fee funds.
.Lockhart said the committee,
which meets the first Thursday of
every month in the health center's
library, is open to the public.
The committee has been divided into three subcommittees that are
responsible for covering policy and
education areas, as well as planning
a rape awareness week. The week will
be preceded by a half-day conference
for student leaders such as resident
directors and resident assistants,
fraternity and sorority representatives, and members of student
government.
According to the minutes of the
first meeting on Oct. 6, the policy
committee's task is to "develop and
distribute a university-wide policy on
sexual assault" while reviewing support services and UMaine's conduct
code.
The education committee will see
to it that information on rape is made
available to the UMaine community
in the form of speakers, videotapes,
slide presentations, brochures, cards
and 'lists of local support services.
The conference committee has
designated Feb. 19-25 as Rape
Awareness Week. The half-day conference will be held Feb. 12.
Lockhart said the week will focus
on what acquaintance rape is and
*hat resources are available on campus and in the immediate area.
"Women in general, and particularly young women, don't realize
what their sexual rights are," she
said.
"1 *ant young people here to
know that being forced to have sex
against one's will is against the
law."
Joan Fortin, resident director of
Kennebec Hail and a member of the
commitIee;t she thinkii the program is worthwhile.
"We are particularly interested in
learning what the victims' needs are,
and we want to find out what the.best
ways lis—deal with them are," she
said.
Price said that both men and
*omen are victims of rape, regardless
of the perpetrator. The program
committee's longtime goal, she said,
would be to find ways to prevent the
physical and psycological damage
that often results from acquaintance
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"There is an innocence out there
vie are trying to touch," she said.
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(continued from page 1)

capable of attending college.
He pointed out that different colleges have different minimum SAT
scores for admission, and he also said
the MOO important factor for being
admitted to UMaine was a student's
high school performance
"If a student does well in high
school, and their SAT scores are
above the minimums for the various
colleges, then there's no problem,"
he said. "If a student is borderline,
then we look at'other factors."
Lick said that one option included
sending less prepared students to the
University College in Bangor.
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Soccer Black Bears defeat Bates, 2-0
Dyer's club
win fifth
straight
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
The University of Maine men's.soccer team took a 2-0 win over Bates College in the wind and rain Tuesda: afternoon. stretching their winning streak to
five games and evening their record at
6-6.•
It was not difficult to see what course
the game would take. Bates prefered to
stay passive until UMaine crossed midfield, while the- Black Bears were aggressive, pressuring the ball continously when their opponents had the ball.
The action stayed on the visitor
side of the field for most of the first
half, especially with the wind at the
1 I Maine'ti back.
After not finishing several good scoring opportunities, Robbie Thompson
took a pass from Todd Sniper,
penetrated • down the right side and
blasted a bullet past the outstretched
Bates goalie at the 33:47 mark to give
UMaine a 1-0 lead.
That would be enough, as UMaine
goalie Todd Brennan fielded more balls
from his fullbacks than from the opposition. Although Bates was credited with
_ two shots on goal and Brennan one save,
only thing offensive about Bates was
• the play of rowdy forward Jose Freitas,
who was lectured to frequently by the
officials and nearly thrown out.
"I felt that they would not be a threat
offensively." Coach Jim Dyer said.
"Bates is a very defensive- oriented
team. We did a good job of ball possession."
Scott Douglas scored the final
UMaine tally, taking a direct kick from
Mike McCiture and planting it in the upper left corner with 26:16 left in the first
half.
UMaine had many other scoring
chances in the half, and when the horn
sounded, it was clear that UMaine was
in complete control.
Despite having the wind at their backs
in the second half. Bates still could not
muster anything offensively due mostly
to the ball-hawking ability of the
UMaine front lines.
But after the emotional win Saturday
against Farleigh Dickinson, Dyer's
squad seemed to lack the killer instinct.
"We d;-1 have a bit clf a letdown today," Dyer said. "Playing Bates is
not the same as playing Farieigh Dickinson. That is not a knock against Bates,
but they are not the same kind of competition FDU is."
•
UMaine finished with 24 shots on
goal and five tomer kicks to Bates two
shots and three corner kicks. Seldom do
statistics tell the story as clearly as in this
contest.

UMilmes Robbie lbsomposs pis
around a tilde tackle by Aaikew Keller

"When we scored the two early goals,
it is human nature to sit back a bit,"
Dyer said. "We created a lot of chances
in this game, but we just did not finish
them."
This win completes a very successful
homestand which saw UMaine rip off

aims C.allege

Thad* afternoon's
midi. The Nadi Iles beat the Bates

five wins to bring their record to .500.
"I'd liked to keep this going as long
as I can," Dyer said. "We are playing
very well, but we have two tough Division I schools to play this weekend on
the road."
The Black Bears travel south to face

Bobcats, 24.

Central Connecticut Friday night and
the University of Hartford Saturday
afternoon.
The lone remaining home game will
be Nov. 5 against Vermont.

$4.2
million to shoot n hall I
_
All of Boston probably let out a
collective sigh of relief this week
when I .arry Bird: the star of stars for
the leading franchise in the city,
agreed in principle to a contract to
play until 1992.
The Celtic forward will be paid
$4.2 million a year for the final two
years of his contract, enabling him to
average $3 million a year and join the
National Basketball Association elite.
Bird matches Kareem AbdulJabbar and Isiah Thomas for sixth
place, trailing some players he has
performed better than, including
David Robinson, who will receive
$3.5 million a year even though he
has yet to play one second in the
NBA.
The highest paid center in the
league is Akeern 0.1ajuwon at $1 7
million, followed closely behind by
Patrick Ewing($3.5 million). Michael
Jordon tops the guard list with $3.25
million with Magic Johnson a tad
behind at $3.2 million.
Now, as I remeber it, there was a
potential for a strike during the early part of last season, before the NBA
players bit the dust and cast a doubt
over the usefulness of a prolonged

Li ua
Dan 13--t-4-e"
-A
11.-CLA

strike.
The counsel for the NBA Players
Association was interviewed saying
that he wanted these players to be
paid like the big-time entertainers get
paid, as he considered what they did
more entertaining than anything else.
While he has a point about the
entertainment value of sports. it
seems to me that if some players are
making millions for playing 82
basketball games, plus some extra if
their team is good, they are doing
quite well.
Add to that the money from endorsements and the average NBA
player is existing on the very high end
of the tax scale.
It's not that I think striking for

higher pay is bad, it is that they are
overpaid as it is. This covers all
sports, but basketball salaries for the
major players are Increasing because
there are more superstar players who
are rnreiellabre.ei onne•r4 ti.. Istci "-of oil.
time are now playing.
This sets a dangerous trend. The
way things are now, if it weren't for
the fact that each team has a limited
amount of money it can use to pay
its players, the salary cap, who knows
how bad it would be.
The salary cap was instituted to
help an ailing professional league
straighten itself out. Just ten years
ago, the NBA was in financial dire
straits.
But now they are in a boom cycle,
enjoying increasing popularity and
branching out into four new cities
over the next two years, Charlotte
and Miami this year and Mismesota
and Orlando next year.
But one wonders just wham the
bubble will burst. Can everntsing
salaries for superstars bri down
LI
tsTsA7
Let's hope that the owners tighten
their wallets and we never have to
find out.

•
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Homeruns gave A's the wrong psych

130 lbs. of pure guts
•

LUBBOCK, Texas (AP) — Texas
Tech's tiny terror, Tyrone Thurman, is
used to being the smallest player on the
football field..
Risking his 5-foot-2 3/4, 130-pound
frame in games with 300-pound
behemoths doesn't intimidate him. Tlat
way he figures it, the big guys can't hurt
you if they can't catch you.
"I have a lot right-to-left quickness,
so it's hard for a big guy to tackle someone my size," he said Tuesday.
In Texas Tech's 38-36 win over Rice
on Saturday. the senior wide receiver
caught two touchdown passes and
returned a punt 75 yards for a third
score to gain The Associated Press
Southwest Conference offensive player
of the week honors.
"I was open throughout the day,"
said Thurman, who led the Raiders in
receiving with 89 yards, including
touchdowns of 5 and 34 yards from Billy
Joe Tolliver. "I'm not cocky, but they
had me one-on-one and it's pretty hard
to cover me one-on-one."
And thanks to him, the Red Raiders
finally got a road win, only their first
since the final 1986 regular season game.
Their record stands at 2-2 in the SWC
and 2-4 overall.
For reasons that aren't too hard to
guess, folks call Thurman "smurf," a
name he's had since high school.
Thurman welcomes the comparison.
Two palstic Smurf figurines, HannaBarbera cartoon creations, dangle from
his belt, and he wears a red sweat shin

with one of the little critters painted on
It.
"I don't look at myself as being
small," he said. "I have the same
type of abilities that other players have.
I just go out there and play hard."
On the field, Thurman is more like a
Saturday morning superhero than a
diminutive blue elf with a high-pitched
voice.
The smallest player in major college
football, he is sixth in the NCAA and
first in the SWC in punt return average
with a 15.1 yards per return. His 26 catches for 339 yards is good for fourth in
the conference.
Thurman's touchdown return, the
fourth of his career, set a conference
record, breaking the old mark of three
set by Texas Christian's Linzy Cole and
Blanard Spearman.
Going into Tech's Oct. 29 game with
Texas, Thurman just 44 return yards to
pass Horned Frog Lindy Berry's
1,300-yard record from the late '40s and
become the conference's career yardage
leader.
None of this is a big surprise to Tech
head coach Spike Dykes, who also
coached the tiny terror at Midland Lee
High School
Growing up in Midland, Thurman lettered three years in basketball, occa,
sionally playing pickup games with
another athlete of his status, Spud
Webb, who attenaeci
College.

of hamstring and ligament damage.
The Athletics, who entered thescries
well aware they were heavily favored,
have been humbled. They were never
more than a half game behind anyone
this season and were not as chatty
around the batting cage Monday during
a voluntary workout which drew 11
players.
"I can't speak for other hitters, just
me. But I think the long layoff between
the playoffs and the World Series didn't
help me," Dave Henderson said.
"I'm the kind who needs to stay in a
groove."
The Dodgers are also staying cool.
Publicly, they maintained a business-asusual attitude while privately they were
surprised, even elated, that they won
both games in Los Angeles.
"It's too early to go pumping you are
first or waving paper," said Mike
Marshall, batting .375 including a threerun homer.
But the Dodgers believe. Orel Her:
shiser is wearing a small "Expect a
Miracle" button on his right sleeve,
&present from a fan before the playoffs
began. The Dodgers' miracle worker
strolled around a loose practice Monday
singilig "I Dream the Dream," the
big hit from the Broadway hit "1 es
Miserables."
Hershiser is scheduled to-pitch again
Thursday night. That's in Game 5, or
if
as it appears in the paper
"I feel rested and ready right now. I
could pitch Game 3 if they wanted me
to," he joked. "Right now, I'm down

.
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-Welch has started four times in his
postseason Lareer and never survived the
third inning. Tudor lost Game 7 of the
1985 World Series and failed to hold a
three-run lead in the sixth game of last
year when St. Louis was closing in on
a title.
Of the 38 teams that have won the
first two games in the World Series, 28
went on to win the title. But that hasn't
held recently as only seven of the last 16
clubs with a 2-0 lead managed to hold
on.
Welch was with the Dodgersin 1981
when they lost the first two to the New
York Yankees and rallied to win the
final four. Tudor and the Cardinals
took a2-0 lead in 1985 before Kansas
City came back to win the Series in seven
games.
"I'm Rot looking for someone to
come in said say.'1'11 hit a grand slam'
like Jose did," LaRussa said. "We
need more than one big swing to get
back in it "
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to pitch the fifth and seventh games."
Bob Welch, a big winner in 10 seasons
for the Dodgers, started Game 3 for
Oakland. The A's got him in a
December deal with the Dodgers, and he
won a career-high 17 games for his new
team.
John Tudor, acquired for Pedro
Guerrero from St. Louis in August,
opened Game 3 for the Dodgers.
Welch and Tudor are their team's
most experienced postseason pitchers
although neither has done exceptional-

r_i

and going for the fences." LaRussa
said before Game 3 Tuesday night.
"After Jose, everyone was trying to hit
a bomb."
Since Canseco's slam in the second inning, the Athletic's vaunted hitters have
bombed, managing just four singles and
a double.
Oakland is batting only .159 while the
lightly regarded Dodgers are hitting .258
with three home runs. Kirk Gibson,
whose home run was the biggest hit of
the Series, is still unable to start becuase

.qi_ii

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Maybe
Jose Canseco's grand slam early in the
World Series may have hurt the Oakland
Athletics more than the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
Oakland manager Tony LaRussa
thinks so, and hopes his team will concentrate more on hits than home runs as
it moves to close a 2-0 deficit.
"This year, when someone would
juice the ball early and you saw the ball
was carrying, which it was the first
game, then you'd see guys overswinging

by William Shakespeare

If you're worried
about cancer,
-remember this.
Where*er li.ou are,
if -ntt want to talk
to us about cancer,
call us.
We're here to
help you.
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Maine Masque Theatre
October 19-22,8 p.m. October 20 and 23, 2 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium, University Of Maine
General Admission $6 Admission Free to UM Students
For information and reservations 581-1755

Performing Arts!
at the University of Maine 0
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Cowboys look to get back on track
IRVING, Texas(AP) — The Dallas
Cowboys have COMf to a no-lose situation with a game against a bitter rival
coming up, coach Tom Landry said
Tuesday..
"We'll have to win our next three
games (against I'WC East opposition)to
go anyplace this year." Landry said.
"Right now our season goal of 9-7 will
be difficult to reach but it is still attainable."'
The Cowboys have plunged to a 2-5
record, worst start since 1965.
In the next three weeks, they travel to
Philadelphia on Sunday. come home to
host Phoenix, then go back on the road
to meet the New York Giants.
Landry hopes711ar revenge factor
works against the Eagles.
Last October, the Cowboys felt that
Philadelphia ran the score up on them
in a 37-20 loss: Quarterback Randall.
Cunningham faked dropping to one
knee with time runnirig out late in the
game, then threw a long pass that led to
a touchdown with one second left.
Eagles' Coach Buddy Ryan said at the
time he was trying to get even with Landry for playing some of his regular

players in a strike game earlier in the
season.
"We'll let our players look at films of
the game last year," Landry said.
"They'll remember it. We won't have
to remind them much."
Ryan said in a conference telephone
call on Tuesday that "I never had any
animosity toward Tom Landry. He was
the Dallas coach when I was coaching
high school football in Gainsville
(Texas)."
Ryan said he had a few words "sent
from my friends in Dallas" on the
Eagles' bulletin board.
"A lot of our fans are still upset from
that first (strike) game iast. year,"
Ryan said. —Of coarse, a kit of things
upset me. 1 get -upset easy."
Landry said he had a lot of respect for
Ryan, but added "My memory is good
enough to go back that far (the second
game of last yea).'
The Cowboy1ill have a new backup
quarterback to face the Eagles with
Danny White on the the injured reserve

list for four to six weeks with ligament
damge in his left knee.
Kevin Sweeney moved into the second
spot behind Steve Pelluer, who has
recovered from the concussion he suffered in Sunday's 17-7 loss to the
Chicago Bears.
"It could be interesting if Sweeney
gets in there and he might if our quarterback (Pelleur) doesn't start learning how
to slide," Landry said. "It might be
refreshing to see Sweeney. The players
like him. He did well last year in the
replacement games."
Landry will put on another coaching
hat this week. He will tutor placekicking specialist Roger Ruzek, who missed
two field goal tries against Chicago and
is four for 10 this year.

ed free agent Bob Brotzki who was a
backup earlier in the year at Indianapolis. He can also play center.
"(Left tackle) Mark Tuinei is going
to have surgery tomorrow for ligament
damage and will probably be gone for
the year," Landry said. "Kevin
Gogan is our only healthy tackle"
Tackle Darryl Smith has fractured
ribs and Dave Widell, the other tackle,
was kicked in the leg and has a deep
bruise.
Landry said rookie wide receiver
Michael Irvin will return after missing
two games with an ankle injury although
Kelvin martin will probably start against
the Eagles.
Oddsmakers made the Eagle fivepoint
favorites for the 1 p.m. game.
11111

"I'll coach him myself," Landry
said. "He's trying to guide the ball. It's
like a golf swing, you can't do that and
hit the ball. He's got to bounce
back."
The Cowboys are so hard hit with injuries at offensive tackle that they sign-

6

Ramsey upset by timing of release
BOSTON(AP) — Tom Ramsey said
Tuesday he's not bitter about being
released by New England but questioned the timing of the move, which could
leave the Patriots with only two healthy
quarterbacks.
The Patriots waived the four-year
NFL veteran Monday and announced
that Tony Eason, who has been on injured reserve all season recovering from
surgery on his throwing arm, would be
activated for Sunday's game with
Buffalo.
Eason, who had nerve damage in his
right arm after suffering a shoulder
separation last season, has had throw-ing at full-strength in parctice.
Asked if Eason, his close friend, was
surprised tu ;tan-, he'd be ta-tiya!ed
week, Ramsey said, "I think he was surprised by everything that has taken
Stresing that he couldn't speak for
Eason, Ramsey added, "If he was
healthy, he'd probably be the starting
quarterback. ...If you're not 100 percent
as a quarterback. it's awfully difficult
to throw the ball 60 yards
downfield.

He said at a news conference that "I
really wasn't surprised (by the realease)
The timing is a little obscure."
The move was announced after practice Monday, leaving the Patriots with
Steve Grogan and Doug Flutie as their
quarterbacks. About three hours later,
the team said Eason would be activated.
Coach Raymond Berry, a longtime
proponent of keeping three quarterbacks, said Eason "has beeenlooking
more and more normanl every week."
Ramsey, who played sparingly for
four years with Patriots, said he knew
the they wouldn't keep four quarterbacks and indicated they he wouldn't expert them to release Flutie, who played
at Boston College.
Ramsey started the fifth same of the
season against Indianapolis but was
replaced by Flutie to start the fourth
„juiairta,..
tie to a 21-17 victory and started both
games since then. Berry said Flutie
would start against the Bills.
Once waivers expired on Ramsey at
4 p.m. Tuesday, he would become a free
agent. Any team signing him after that
deadline wouldn't have to pick up the
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'Start making -credit putchases IHKEDIATELYI We
iwill send you a Members
'Credit Card at once wit!
'NO CREDIT CHECK. Buy on
:Jewelry, Clothing,Sportling Goods,Watches, ElecItronics 6 MORE! All wit!,
-Installment payments out
lof our "Giant 100+ PageF
Catalog." Take 12 month'
torepay. - Your -per-lona I
credit card is a -second
I.D.- valuable for checl,
cashing, etc. plus your
Students. Credit Group
A-1 reference will be or
file to help you obtain
other credit cards. So
send in your $5 citaloc
deposit now. (refundable
with your first order)
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"I had an opportunity last year. I
started some games. It was a lot of
fun," he said. "As a quarterback, it's
extremely cliff& being
backup
player."
But he added,"! don't feel ;heated
-is- any-way by-ihe Patriots;"
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Hey Kids! Enter Dr. Records
Puzzle Drawing.
It's Fun and Easy!

`PIE 3VS'

iDelivery Person with ori
without own vehicle '
iExcellent pay plus bonus.1
Flexible hours.

iwo)

p

Name
Address and Phone
(I) Limit one entry per person Per visit.
(2) Only correctly solved puzzles will be eligable to win.
(3) The 1st three correct entries drawn will be the winners.

1
Apply at Pizza Dome
between, 2-4 daily.

-Patriots' contract and could get him for
less money.
"I have no regrets. Ins not bitter,"
he said. "The Patriots gave me an opportunity and I'm happy for that."
"What I have to do is find a positive
in it," he added. "I'm really not surprised by anything that happens in this
business. ...I'm very compt-titve and I
want to continue playing."
Although many teams have had
quarterback injury problems. Ramsey,
27, wondered if they'd be reluctant to
pick him up with the season nearly half

ja YOU QUALIFY FOR
INSTANT CREDIT!

I

Drawing Monday, October 24th at 12:00 Noon
^r. Recor-i- 20 M-"; S:. - aorio
866-7874
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The Fieldhouse
University of Maine
Suggestions for getting the most out of Career Day:
Things you can do
-Pick up company literature
-Introduce yourself: your name, year in school,
major

-Tell them what career lieldtaterests you
-Focus your conversation by asking questions

Questions you can ask
Freshman and Sophomores
-What yobs do you think will be in demand at
your company 'organization three years from
now?
-What kinds of jobs could I do in your company
with a major in
-Does your company hire students in the
summer? If so, for what kinds of positions?
-What skills do you think are most important
_ for me to squire if I want to be marketable
when I graduate?
-What coursesiekctives do you recommend
that I take to strengthen my chances of
ssorking for your organization (or a stnular
one)?

Juniors and Seniors
-If I want to apply for jobs with your
organization, where do I begin? To whom
should I send my resume?
-What kind of salary could I expect for an entry
1 What income could
level position in
I expect after five years?
-Does your firm request people to transfer
often to achieve upward mobility?
-If I am trying to decide between getting a jobor attending graduate school upon graduation.
Which do you recommend? Why?
-11ms your company offer management
waking programs? If so, in whatt arms?

-Does your company offer summer internships
or cooperative education positions to juniors?
If so, how can I apply?
-What careers within your organization might be
possible for me to aim for with my degree
in
-What qualities and background do you look for
in a job applicant?
-Does--your company have branches in other states?
Other companies?

CAREER DAY PARTICIPANTS
4

I. Actin Life & Casualty
2. Agway. Inc.
3. Ames Department Stores
4. Atlantic Antibodies
3. Babcock & W'ilcon Company
6. Bartlett Tree Expers Company
7. Central Maine Medical Center
1. Central Maine Power Company
9. Champion International Co7poration
10. Csanbro Corporation
II. City Garde-as, Inc
12. Consumer Value Stores
13. Digital Equipment Corporation
14. E. C. Jordan Consulung Eagiseas -

it Scientists
Fastern Maine Medical Center
16. Electronic Data Systems Corporation
17. Farm Credit Service
IS. Farmers Home Administration, USDA
19. Fleet Bank of Maine
20. FMC Corporation
21 Georgia Pacific Corporation

22. H. K %timer Company. Inc

23. H P Hood. Inc.
24. Hannaford Brothers Company
25. Ingersoll Rand Company,
IMPCO Division
26 lames River Corporation Berlin
Gorham Group
27.Kunberty Clark Corporation
23 Liberty Mutual Insurance Co
Data Processing
29 Maine Department of Agriculture
30 Maine Dept of Human Services.
Bureau of Social Services
31 Maine Electronics. Di. of

nc.,11well Internatsmke.!
32. Him Forest Service
33. Maine State Govt.. Bureau
of Human Resources
34 Medical (ti Hospital of
VT School of Cytotechnology
35. Mercy Hospital
36 Moore Business Forms & Systems

37 Morrison Ceotechnical Engineering
38 Naval Underwear Systems Center
39 New England Electric System
40 NOAA Commissioned Officer ProgrAM
41 Osco Drug Company, Inc
42 Peace Corps
43 Penobscot Bay Medical(enter
Northeastern Health Systems
44 Smith, Batchelder & Ruu
45 Strathmore Paper Company
46. U. S. Air Force
47. U. S. Air Force ROTC
411. U. S. Army ROTC
49. U. S. Dept of Labor. Oteu.
Safety & Health Adm
50. U. S. Navy Officer Programs
51. Union Camp Corporation.
Fine Paper Division
52 United Technologies/ Pratt
& Whitney
53 Wang laboratories, Inc.
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